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Digital & Online



MONDAY



SCHEDULE
➤ Mon 

➤ AM: Power of Video / Digital Formats & Inspirations 

➤ AM: Industry Context; Demand; Consumption; Trends 

➤ PM: Recap of Setting up / Video rules / Sequencing & Exercise 

➤ Tues 

➤ AM: Audio Embed & Critique 

➤ PM: Editing a Sequence 

➤ PM: Brief Assignment 

➤ House keeping



POWER OF 
VIDEO

Thinking back to the power of audio what 
do you think video’s strong points are?



POWER OF VIDEO

➤ ACTION – natural disasters, sporting events, protests, dance 
performances, etc 

➤ PLACE – video takes you there and gives you a sense of what 
a place is like. 

➤ CHARACTER – video lets you see and hear people, and 
observe how they behave.   

➤ PROCESS - how things work or how to do something – video 
is good for showing simple processes 

➤ RAW VIDEO – audiences love raw video that provides an 
unfiltered look of what happened, especially on a breaking 
news story.



ACTION / PLACE / CHARACTER / PROCESS / RAW



ACTION / PLACE / CHARACTER / PROCESS / RAW



ACTION / PLACE / CHARACTER / PROCESS / RAW GRAPHIC CONTENT



DIGITAL ONLINE VIDEO JOURNALISM ISN’T…
➤ Digital Online video differs and is distinct from traditional TV Broadcast 

formats. Traditional type news broadcasts are limited to a few set formats. 

➤ Traditional type news broadcast does appear online, but mostly even video 
from traditional broadcasters is tailored for online, mobile and even specific 
platform experiences 

➤ There are no set formats or formulas for online video, but there are a growing 
range of techniques and genres including; raw footage filmed by journalists or 
citizens; short & long form documentary; animated explainers; drone footage; 
live video; 360 VR, ‘readable’ video… and much much more… 

➤ Particularly new or notable are short form documentary, animated explainers 
and VR 

➤ Video is increasingly tailored to suit various devices & platforms - no size fits 
all 



DEMAND & 
CONSUMPTION



““The last few years have seen an explosion of online 
video, driven by technical improvements, initiatives from 
platforms like Facebook, and investment by media 
companies in new visual storytelling formats. But to 
what extent are consumers embracing news video?

-The Future of Online News Video / Reuters Institute Dec 2016



CLOSE YOUR EYES…
➤ Let’s go back to 2014 & 2015



(MY ACTUAL CLASS SLIDES 2014)

➤ News audiences are watching more digital news video than 
ever before and newsrooms are investing in creating more 
video content. The challenge—as is the case with other digital 
ad revenue—is that big tech firms such as Google and 
Facebook are poised to pocket a large share of the digital 
video ad dollars because they are able to more effectively 
monetise video content. 

➤ As part of its State of the News Media 2014 report, the Pew 
Research Center surveyed U.S. adults about their digital video 
habits to get a sense of that marketplace today. Here’s what 
they found:



THE DIGITAL VIDEO 
ADVERTISING MARKET IS 
RELATIVELY SMALL, BUT 
IT IS GROWING RAPIDLY.



DIGITAL VIDEO CONSUMPTION 
IS GROWING AND DIGITAL 
NEWS VIDEO CONSUMPTION 
IS GROWING WITH IT.



YOUNGER ADULT 
AMERICANS 
CONSUME MORE 
DIGITAL VIDEO AND 
DIGITAL NEWS 
VIDEO THAN OLDER 
ONES.



SOME TAKE AWAYS FROM NEWER REPORTS (REUTERS & PEW)
➤ “So far, the growth around online video news seems to be 

largely driven by technology, platforms, and publishers rather 
than by strong consumer demand” 

➤ “ interest in video news does increase significantly when there 
is a big breaking news based on evidence provided to us by the 
BBC around the Paris attacks, the percentage of users 
accessing video per visit doubled from around 10% on a 
normal day to 22% immediately after the attack.” 

➤ “Meanwhile, off-site news video consumption is growing fast. 
Many publishers we interviewed said that the majority of their 
video is now consumed through Facebook and other 
platforms.”



SOME TAKE AWAYS FROM NEWER REPORTS (REUTERS & PEW)

➤ “We find that the most successful off-site and social videos 
tend to be short, are designed to work with no sound 
(readable), focus on soft news, and have a strong emotional 
element. Given the growing importance of social media as a 
source of news, this very different format is arguably already 
affecting the content and tone of news coverage in general.” 

➤ “Most news organisations are in an experimental phase; they 
are nervous about the significant investment required, the 
difficulty of scaling video, and the uncertain path to 
commercial return.”



SOME TAKE AWAYS FROM NEWER REPORTS (REUTERS & PEW)

➤ Monetisation of online news video remains the biggest 
challenge for publishers.  

➤ On-site monetisation continues to focus on pre-roll ads, 
despite widespread acknowledgement that this is a poor user 
experience that is affecting growth. 

➤ Off-site monetisation is also problematic with much 
depending on Facebook algorithms. To overcome these 
challenges, publishers are creating sponsored or branded 
content but many are struggling to scale this approach given 
the often bespoke nature of video production.”



“
It has been evident for several years that the financial 
realities of the web are not friendly to news entities, whether 
legacy or digital only. There is money being made on the 
web, just not by news organisations. Total digital ad 
spending grew another 20% in 2015 to about $60 billion, a 
higher growth rate than in 2013 and 2014. But journalism 
organisations have not been the primary beneficiaries. In 
fact, compared with a year ago, even more of the digital ad 
revenue pie – 65% – is swallowed up by just five tech 
companies. None of these are journalism organisations, 
though several – including Facebook, Google, Yahoo and 
Twitter – integrate news into their offerings. 

-State of the News Media 2016 
Pew Research Centre



“
“According to data from comScore, the publishers that 
pivoted to video this summer have seen at least a 60 
percent drop in their traffic in August compared to the 
same period from a year ago.” 

Publishers must acknowledge the pivot to video has 
failed, find out why, and set about to fix the reckless 
pivots so that publishers focus on good video. It should 
be original, clever, entertaining, and part of a balanced 
multimedia approach to digital journalism that includes 
well-written, well-reported stories, strong data and 
graphics, and good art.

-columbia Journalism Review



INSPIRATIONS

➤  



INSPIRATIONS



INSPIRATIONS

➤  



VIDEO 
PRACTICE

Brief Recap



VIDEO  SETTING UP

➤ Frame size 

➤ Frame rate 

➤ Audio 

➤ Focus 

➤ Exposure 

➤ White balance K Setting



FRAME SIZE

➤???



➤ c



FRAME RATE

➤25 fps (Pal) 
➤30 fps (NTSC) 
➤24 fps 



➤ c



YOU CAN CHOOSE BETWEEN MANUAL AND AUTO LEVELS

➤Manual or auto levels?



➤ h



HIDE THE MIC WIRE! PLEASE!!!!!!!! 

➤ dd



FOCUS

➤Do you know how to focus? 
➤What focusing options does your 

specific manual have? 
➤If you don’t know i’m going to ask you 

tomorrow - so it’s time to read that 
manual!



FOCUS 



EXPOSURE MODE

➤Choose the mode you are most 
comfortable in - you can always switch 
later.  

➤What are you working in? 
➤What about shutter speed?



COLOUR BALANCE

➤GENERALLY NOT AUTO 
➤You can set the white balance 
➤The K setting works well - let’s try it



PLANNING

➤Before you start producing a video sit 
down and think about how and what 
sort of a story you want to tell in your 
video. 

➤Anticipate some ideas for beginning 
middle and end. On a single day shoot, 
you’ll probably do this mid way through 
the shoot. 



PLANNING

➤Are there any central characters? Where will you shoot? 
Are there any must-get shots? How many people will you 
interview? What’s the context / big picture of the story? 
Do some preparation before you go out and shoot so that 
you get relevant, compelling visuals, and good interviews  

➤You can't pre-conceive the whole of your video before you 
head out in the field but you do want to start to visualise 
the video in your head 

➤Brain storm locations, a shot list, interviews and 
questions



PICTURE STYLE

➤Go neutral or faithful – we’ll talk more 
about this in the cinematic week



WATCH – SETTING UP YOUR CAMERA

➤Don’t forget you will need to watch 
some tutorials for your specific camera 
model.  

➤You can’t expect to learn everything in 
class, You will need to know your 
camera and practice. 



VIDEO SHOOTING

➤ Video Rules - learn them, 
then break them later 

➤ Sequencing 

➤ Camera movements 

➤ Interviews 

➤ You’ll notice some other 
tricks and tips on MMT - 
focus pull, time lapse etc - 
we’ll cover this in the 
advanced video session. 



VIDEO RULES

➤Shoot in sequences for 10 - 30 seconds – 
wide, medium, tight and super tight 

➤Use a tripod 
➤Don’t do camera movements unless you 

can do them well – we’ll look at camera 
movements in the advanced session 

➤NEVER zoom while filming. Please, just 
don’t. 



WHAT IS A SEQUENCE? 



SEQUENCING SCREENINGS 

➤Selection of videos 
➤Pay attention to the sequences and how 

they transport the viewer around the 
subjects location and action 

➤The tight shots reveal emotion…







CLASS EXERCISE

➤Shoot for a short 1 minute video, focus 
on getting your settings right and 
shooting in sequences. No interview 
required - just a short visual sequence.  

➤Come back with footage in the morning 
ready to start editing session



EXERCISE - FIND A PARTNER YOU'VE NEVER WORKED WITH

1. riding a bike / drinking a soda 

2. smoking a cigarette / tying shoes laces 

3. running on the track / taking cash from ATM 

4. buying something from a shop or stall / reading a book 

5. researching online / doing press ups 

6. doing make up / washing hands 

7. walking along a busy street / listening to favourite music 

8. climbing stairs / talking the elevator



TUESDAY



VIDEO 
EDITING



EDITING STEPS

➤ Stage 1 - organise / Transcribe 

➤ Stage 2 - Review & log footage 

➤ Stage 3 - create visual 
sequences  

➤ Stage 4 - paper cut interviews 

➤ stage 5 - Assembly  

➤ stage 6 - rough cut  

➤ stage 7 - final cut  

➤ stage 8 - Export  

➤ stage 9 - Back up 



EDITING

➤ Graphics 

➤ Lower Thirds  

➤ Text Overlays 

➤ You’ll need to use the google





ANALYSE SEQUENCES IN DOWN FROM THE MOUNTAINS



EDITING - A TANGENT
➤ Editing is a hugely creative craft - thee backbone of which is sequencing and we want 

you to focus on this when you are editing this week.  

➤ So far we haven’t talked much about narrative and structure apart from vaguely ask 
you to think beginning, middle and end. It’s important and we will get to this - but for 
now there’s a lot to take in. In these early stages keep thinking in the overly simplified 
beginning, middle end structure. 

➤ Beginning - (The what, where, when and who of the story) Introducing the main 
character and their situation and bigger issues she / he represents  

➤ Middle - Giving us details of the how and why. For example why did they choose to live 
in Yanjiao and how is there life, what are the challenges and advantages? You’ll also need 
to give us some context of thee bigger issue. If your subject says they have trouble 
accessing a decent school for their kid - tell us some facts about challenges with services.  

➤ End - This is where your character perhaps reflects on their experience or reveals 
hopes / plans for future. Again add broader issue context. Perhaps more services are 
currently being built?s



TAKE 20 MINS TO EDIT 
YOUR SEQUENCE 



ASSIGNMENT



WHAT CAN YOU TELL ME 
ABOUT AJ+





AJ+

➤ Describes itself as: 

➤ AJ+ is news for the connected generation, sharing human 
struggles, and challenging the status quo. Download the app 
to be a part of a global community. 

➤ A channel of Al Jazeera - AJ+ was one of the first distributed 
media brands - publishing on platforms rather than own 
homepage. One of the first to produce short text-on-screen or 
readable video explainers covering politics, international news 
and social issues. 



AJ+ has developed beyond the short form readable that took off 
within newsfeeds generating a trend that somewhat dominated 
for a while. There’s a focus on YouTube too.  

Developing longer (7-15 mins) themed series, multipart 
investigative series and explanatory journalism. Series include 
“Direct From With Dena Takruri,” and “Divided America.” The 
focus on serialised content is meant to drive retention, as people 
come to expect that certain video series will have new episodes 
on a certain day



““YouTube is a search engine, but it’s also the world’s largest 
video-on-demand platform. The audience is naturally 
looking for a different style of content, something that’s 
more in-depth and presented,” “YouTube pushes this as well 
in terms of having a publishing schedule; people on the 
platform want to know when to come back for a new video.” 

- Zainab Khan, social content editor for AJ+ 



REPORTING STEPS
➤ Find your story focus, then find a character 

➤ Do a pre-interview off tape if possible to figure out what the most 
important points are 

➤ Ideally: 

➤ Shoot some action and sequences (broll), then Interview on camera, then 
shoot more broll to match stuff that came up in the interview that you 
missed (pickups) 

➤ Usually you don’t get the ideal and you’ll need to either shoot the 
interview or the broll first… 

➤ broll is not wallpaper - show us your story! If your story is boring and 
makes no sense without sound - it’s probably boring and not a video story. 

➤ Edit, upload, embed. 



DON’T SCRIMP ON PLANNING

➤ If you scrimp on planning you’ll go into your story unclear 
and waste a lot of time 

➤ You’ll overshoot or shoot lot’s of unusable stuff and give 
yourself a headache in the edit.  

➤ Don’t scrimp on the planning stage, if you have a goal in mind 
you’ll accomplish it




